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It is inevitable that civil structures deteriorate in their long-term use due to many 
factors such as environment, material degradation and so on. Structural damage 
results in decline of the structural ability to resist extreme load. Consequently, such 
defects may affect the structural application requirements, and even lead to fateful 
accidents, so the structural damage detection has received considerable attention at 
home and abroad. 
Taking account of the incompleteness of the structural dynamic responses, 
uncertainty of external excitations and other factors, traditional theories and 
methodologies of the dynamic systems identification cannot be directly applied in the 
actual structural dynamic detection. Therefore, the structural parameter identification 
theory will have a bright prospect in the application of practical civil engineering. 
Based on the above engineering background, this thesis introduces the idea of 
structural dynamic parameters identification under partially measured input and 
output to make a series of theoretical and practical researches on such algorithms.In 
the field of physical parameter identification in time domain, some related theories 
and algorithms are summarized at first, which help establish the theoretical frame for 
the consequent research. Then based on existing identification algorithms, an 
improved version of the algorithm is proposed. The unknown structural dynamic 
parameters and excitation inputs can be identified by the algorithm with partially 
measured input and output. Numerical simulations of several different types of linear 
structures are used to demonstrate the validity, accuracy and ability to overcome the 
noise of the proposed algorithm. 
Based on extended Kalman filter and recursive least-square estimation, an 
algorithm of structural local damage detection under partially measured input and 
output that is easily derived and simply computed is derived in this thesis. Numerical 
simulations of several different types of linear structures are used to demonstrate the 
validity of the proposed algorithm. 















and to evaluate its performances, the structural parameters of a shearing-frame 
structure are identified in the thesis. It is showed that the structural parameters are 
identified with good accuracy. 
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